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ABSTRACT 
nte chi-square test of independence for contingency tables is 
often used to test for a relation between variables in the population 
being studied. There is a universal consensus that the chi-square 
teat is a good approximation to the exact test when the average 
expectations are greater than 5. The purpose of this study was to 
investigate the accuracy of the chi-square approximations compared to 
the exact cumulative probabilities in 2 X 3 contingency tables which 
had one or more expected frequencies less than 1. 
Under the limitation that one or more expected frequencies should 
be smaller than 1, 936 different sets of marginal totals were gener-
.. 
ated for sample sizes from 6 through 18. In addition, 522 and 673 
sets of marginal totals for sample sizes 24 and 30 were also included. 
The exact and chi-square probabilities were computed for all 2 X 3 
contingency tables which were generated from those sets of marginal 
• 
totals. The chi-square probabilities were compared with the corres-
ponding exact cumulative probabilities by three different ways. First, 
. 
. the range and the mean absolute percentage errors of the chi-square 
probabilities were computed. Second-,-the number of times that the 
chi-square probabilities underestimated or overestimated the exact 
probabilities were calculated. Third, the extent of agreement between 
chi-square ~nd exact probabilities with respect to accepting or 
-1-
• 
~ .i 
rojectlng • null hypotheata at .01 and .05 lovcla of 1lgnlflc.ance 
va1 tnveal:igatcd. 
The error range of chi-aquare probability vaa very large. flle 
smaller the sample is, the narrower the range. fl'le mean absolute per·-
centage errors range from 38 to 68. flle higher me.ans of the absolute 
• 
percentage errors occurred at both small and large sample sizes. The 
relative accurate chi-square approximations are obtained when the 
average expected frequencies are between 2 and 3. However, if close 
approximation to the exact probabilities are needed, the chi-square 
test is still poor. 
'nle disagreements between chi-square and exact probabilities in 
most cases were due to the underestimates of chi-square to exact 
probabilities. The ratios of underestimations to overestimations 
increases along with the increase of sample size. Therefore, the 
accuracy of chi-square approximation increases as the sample 
increases. 
' 
With respect to the extent of agreement, in over 90 percent of 
the tables studied the chi-square probability lead to the same con-
clusion as the exact probability in accepting or rejecting a null 
hypothesis at both the .01 and .05 levels. 
. ·. 
-2-
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CHAPTER I. 
PHI-SQUARE AND EXACT TESTS FOR CONTINGENCY TABLES 
Introduction 
Contingency Table: When the observations on two qualitative var-
iables or one qualitative and one quantitative variable are classified 
into a two-way table, they are knCl'tin as contingency data and the table 
as a contingency table. The classifications are made according to two 
major but independent characteristics with several levels. As the 
sample is randomly drawn from an infinite and homogeneous population, 
each member in the sample is distributed into one of the cells of the 
contingency table by its relation to one of the several levels within 
both characteristics. 
Chi-square Test .. 
The chi-square test is one of the non-parametric tests which is 
used as a test of significance when we have data that are in terms of 
percentages or proportions and that can be reduced to frequencies. 
Any of the applications of chi-square test have to do with discrete 
data. However, any continuous data may be reduced to categories 
• 
and the data so tabulated that chi-square may---be applied. 
_/ 
. . -3-
. . ' I 
., 
•-
' ' 
-
U••g• of C'ht-1qunro fc,at. Tho ujor u1ogo of tho cht-1qu•ro to1t 
.. 
for contingency table• 01 1ndicoted by Downio and Ho•th (1970) i• to 
teat the hypothe1i1 concerning tho aignif lcance of the difference• of 
of th~ reaponaea of tvo or more groups to a stimulus of one type or 
another. In thia case, the chi-square teat !a referred to as a teat 
of independence of the variables in the population being studied. 
Chi-quare Test of RX C Contingency Table. In order to test the 
hypothesis that there is no relation between the variables in the pop-
ulation, the chi-square test is used to compare the observed results 
with the expected frequencies. 
The null hypothesis can be· tested by first calculating the 
statistic: 
(Oij 
2 
x2 
r C 
- Eij) 
- L. L (1) i = 1 j = 1 E " • l.J 
' Here, oiJ is the observed number of cases categorized in the ith 
of jth column. Eij • the number of cases expected under the row 1S 
hypothesis to be categorized in the ith row of j th column. : • 
r C L __ L j = 1 
is the sum of all R rows and C columns, • 1.. e • ' the sum i z: 1 
of all cells. 
• 
If all of the expected frequencies are large, the distribution of 
x2 is reasonably close to the chi-square distribution with (r - 1) 
-4- . 
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• 
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(c • I) dagroc,1 of Crooduaa. 2 . Far tt1 Ii roaaon, tl,o X .to1t 11 o·f ton 
0 
ro forrod to 41 .1 cl1 l-1qu.1ro to1t. 
n,croforv, tl,o matt1011M1tlc11l do(lnltlo:1 or the ct,l-aqunre to1t ta 
the sum of tt1e 1~ntfo1 o{ thr' squilfc of tl1c differences brtw,Jen thr 
observed nnd expected frequencies to expected Craqlacncfas in cnch 
ce 11. ltowcver, in order to find the expected ircquenc ics of each 
cell, the products of the two m~1rginnl tot11ls common to a partlcul;.ar 
tell is computed. Tl1en, tt1e result is divided by the total number 
of cases. The formula is: 
-~ Eij N (2) 
If the observed frequencies are in close agreement ,~ith the 
expected frequencies, the differences \.Jill of course be small. Con-
sequently, the value of x2 is small. With a small value of x2 , we 
may not reject the null hypothesis that tl1ere is no difference be-
:tween the observed frequencies and the expected fre quenc ie s. How-
:e-ver, if some or many of the differences are large, the value of x2 
c. 
·w-ill al.so ·b:e large. The larger the value of chi-square, the. more 
.likely-· it :is .tha:t the two, ·variables· ar:e: rio.t independent • 
..:. 
' ~-· 
,....;-:--· . . - - --" r: ··=-' - ··-· ·.. '.;' •. . ... : - . . ~ _.;.. - ·-· ·~ -- -
' 
fl.c:1:1.tP.t.P:=tl. (l::95.l) cte·ri_ved: if gertet··a.1 .· tneit·:h:pd:: £:o-t:";O.OUIJ?Ut.i.:ng t:he e·xact 
'-.' . ' - .· '. . . ·. 
..-
• 
• 
)• 
pro,bAbllity for " contingency t'*ble "ith K diffcront 4ttd tt1drp~ndont 
• 
cl111tfic•tion1. Tho dertvAtion of tt1ctr formtsln wn1 batted on four 
•••umptlona: 
l. The population ia homogeneous and infinite. 
2. The sample is done witll the replacement of 
the sampled items. 
J. The sampling is random. 
4. The marginal totals are considered fixed 
in repeated sampling. 
If all of the above assumptions are satisfied, the exact prob-
ability (PX) of obtaining the observed array of cell frequencies 
X (Xij) in a sample size N with two different and independent clas-
sifications: A and B with Rand C classes respectively is: 
r C (c. ) IT (ri ) IT p = ] 
X r C NI (X . . ) IT IT • lJ " 
i=l j=l 
Minimum Expectations for the Chi-square Test 
(3) 
Common Agreements and Theories of Small Expectations. The chi-
square test of independence for a coritingency table is simpler than 
the exact test. There is common agreement that the·- chi-square test 
.. 
is a good approximation to the exact __ test ___ when __ the sample is large. 
This implies that the chi-square test may yield poor approximation 
to the exact test when the expected frequencies-are small. As to what 
. 
-6-
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-fr:····--.. · -
.. 
the doflr,ltlon ·of 1auall 1hoyld bet, no conaun1u1 h4e boon roachod. Raw• 
• 
evor, ono w tdc 1 y used na le of tJ1ulftb 11 tl,A t oach coll 1f1ou Id h1vo on 
oxpec tn t lon not leas than 5. 
According to Coct,ran (19S4), tt10 cht-aqunre taat can be usod only 
if fewer th.an 20 percent of tho cc 1 ls t,ave expected frequcnc f.cs of less 
than 5 and if no cell has an expected frequencies of less than 1 in a 
• 
contingency tnblc. 
Tate and Clelland (1959) mentioned that if the degrees of freedom 
is more than 2 and the nverHge expectation is more than 5, then each 
cell does not necessarily have to have an expectation more than 5. 
Walker and Lev (1953) suggested that if roughly approximate. 
probabilities are acceptable, an expectation of only two in a cell is 
sufficient. Ho,,1e ver, if the expectations in a 11 of the cc 11 s but one 
are 5 or more, an expectation of only 1 in the remaining cell is 
sufficient to provide a fair approximation to the exact probabilities. 
In, studying the robustness of the ~l1i-square test of independ-
.etrce :f:o .. f contingency tables in skew and uniform populations, Roscoe 
and. B.:ya:r:s: (t970) found ·th.at the. chi-square test o·f independence is ve,r:.y: 
t.be., .c-h·:i.-:square ·te s·t.'·:, ·they c.on .. c·lud.ed',.· that. tq~· <;hl-~s.;q.\.ig-1:--e :t·e ~rt. give,s a:n. 
··~-c !.f· tl1e:~a ta .iq: d.:.raw·.I1 fr:b.ri aQ_.':un·if::.or~ ·pppula.'f(io.h· 0, 
. . ' . 
H ......... · ....... . · .. owe,ver·, 
. ,. 
if the. 
·-····· ·-··- ·- - ~~ 
-·· 
d:ata· ·:ts· drawn. t:r,om. Jt: $kew: :p.:o:pu·.iaJ:.i.011, th;e·re 'i,.s: :a :tettde,ri:·cy !·9~. ____ ch·i,..; ~ :,: -·.--·.-- ._.,_.. - --------- .. - - ,. - - -
- ~-·--
_·_: ____ •• •• ·- - -=-, --- - _._ - - -- ~ - -:i· ----'------------j---·--·- ...:.,-,. 
- - -
.·- - ~~ ~-· 
·-7·- ,. 
:·-· --· -·r>··-. "• ···- .•.. -............. . ·-· ·,-, .-..--:~ ~ 
··•;•---- . . .. ' . . ~- - ' . 
. . 
• 
' 
According to tt,o c0111.on •graomn t, if nono of the ox pee tod 
* 2 froquoncte1 aro la•• thdn 5, X will follow tl\ct cht-1quore dtatri-
bution w Ith (r - l) (k - 1) degree• of frcedocn. Othcrwlae, the chl-
1quare probability will boa poor approximation to the corresponding 
• 
cuDJlative exact probllbility. However, this ia only an assumption. 
Accuracy of Chi-square Approximation with Smal 1 Expectations. In 
order to investigate the accuracy of the chi-square probabilities when 
compared to the exact probabilities for 2 x 3 contingency table with 
average expectations smaller than 5, March (1970) compared 2,845 dif-
ferent sets of marginal totals which were generated from values of N 
from 6 to 30. In his study, one restriction was imposed. Tables 
which had one or more expected frequencies less than one were eliminated. 
His findings show a steady improvement of the chi-square approxi-
mation as the sample size, and thus the average expected frequency 
increases. However, if close approximations to the exact probabilities 
are desired, the chi-square test might at titnes be poor with small 
cell expectations. 
His second finding is that if one is only interested in accepting 
or rejecti~g some hypotheses at a special level of significance, the 
x2 test leads to the same decision as the exact test at the .05 level 
of significance better tha~ 95 percent of the time if the average 
expectation is 3 or larger and none of the expectations are less --than-
1. 
• 
-8-
r 
• 
In tho 1roa of ovoro1ttmatoa or undero1tiaato1 coaap•rod to 
• 
the ex11ct te1t. tho ct,l-quaro ta1t t• bi11ed toward overeat imat ion 
in tho .005 - .010 probnbtltty region and toward undareatlmatton in 
the .010 - .200 region. n1e relative amount of underestifD.lltlon 
decreases as the sample size increases. 
March's study suggests the tendency for the ratios of under-
estimates to overestimates of chi-square to increase as the exact 
probability increases and decrease as the sample size increases. 
Moreover, the tentative cone lusion about the patterns of under-
estimation and overestimation for a limited number of exact distri-
bution suggests that a worthwhile correction might exist for the chi-
square test when applied to contingency tables. Therefore, further 
research is needed on the numbers and patterns of underestimates and 
overestimates for contingency tables with expectations less than 1. 
Purpose of this Stuay 
There is a consensus in the literature that the chi-square test 
gives a poor approximation to the exact probability when one or more 
expected frequencies is less than 1. In order to do further research 
in this area, this study investigated the accuracy of the chi-square 
approximation in 2 x 3 contingency tables which had one or more 
expected fre.quencies less than 1. --Taol-es ___ that had expected 
fr·equencies large1r than 1 in all of the cells were eliminated from 
this study. 
. ' 
-9-
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.. 
• CICAPmR II 
PROCEDUR! F<ll COMPUTATION 
Introduction 
Thia study is concerned with the accuracy of chi-square approxi.ma-
tions to exact probabilities when the expected frequencies are less 
than l in one or more cells in 2 x 3 contingency tables. Therefore, 
one limitation was imposed in the procedure of computation. Tables 
which had expectations more than 1 in all of t.he cells were eliminated. 
There are three main staces in the computational procedures. 
They were the generation of marginal totals for forming appropriate 
tables, the computation of exact and chi-square probabilities for 
all 2 x 3 contingency tables that could be generated under the 
restriction imposed, and the comparisons of the results based on 
the absolute percentage differences and on the extent of agreement 
at both the .01 and .05 probability levels. 
The Selection of Sample Size 
The first step was to decide the minimum and maximum size of 
the sample in order to obtain meaningful results. when the sample 
size is less than 6, the value of at least one marginal total is 
equal to 2ero. Thus, a meaningful selection of sample size has to 
-10-. 
' . 
- "-·. -. ·---- . ·- -- -•---- ---· 
, 
\ 
• 
size 24 11nd 30. Therefore, comp:•risons bct,w,~cn chi-squ11re nnd exact 
probabilities ~ere mndc for every sample size Crom 6 to 18 at1d ad-
dition11l study 11,cludcd tht~ values of N of 24 and 30. 
.. 
Gene rn t ions of Ro\t/ and Column ~largina 1 Tota ls 
After the sample size had been decided, the nc>~t step w,1s the 
gencrution of dif fcrent sets of combinutions for row and column 
marginal totals for each sample size being studied. Two restrictions 
we re imposed here • Tl1 e f i rs t one \.J as the c 1 i min a ti on of any se t of 
combinations containii1g zero as a ro,,1 or a coluum marginal total. 
The second limitation was that the program stopped once the per-
mutation of marginal totals l1ad been detected. It ,.ias unnecessary to 
permute the marginal totals since they yielded the same results in 
the generation of contingency tables as the original ones. 
Generation of Row Marginal Totalso The generation of row marginal 
totals for each sample size was a matter of addition and subtraction. 
Letting N be the sample size, the first step was to choose the value of 
the first number of the initial set as N - 1 and the value of the 
·-- - - .. -- -- -, --- .. - - ~---------------------- . - . . -- .... , 
• 
-11-
\1 
• 
\ 
. ..... - .. - -.. ~--~ ... - .• -,,.. . .. , ...... -.-:..._, .,_ . ., ... _.. •.. ~-. 
l from tl1<t flrut ntambcr of ll1t11 p1·cvtoua SC!l to obt;aln th,, Cirst 11un~bur 
of tl1c next set ,1,,d ,addi111t l to the: t-ccond number of tit<: prcvioun set 
to obt.rai.n the nccond number of tlliS next s~t. Tilts procedure con-
t inucd llS 1 ong ,as the va 1 uc of th,,; £ i rs t numbc 1· "'dS 1 a rgc r thi1n or 
cqu~11 to tl1P v.1luc of the second number. 
Under the two restrictions previously mentioned, this study 
-
generated 73 sets of t01A' marginal totnls £or sample s.izcs from 6 
tl1rougt1 18. In addition, 12 sets of row mJrginal totals for sample 
size 24 and 15 sets of rm.i marginf;1l totals for sample size 30 \t1ere 
generated. 
Generatio11 of Colum11 ~farginal Totals. The steps used to generate 
column margina 1 totals \\fere similar to tl1e procedures for generating 
row marginal totals. Letti11g N be the sample size, the value of the 
first number for the first set began with N - 2. U11der the a..10 re-
strictions imposed here, the values of the other two numbers l1ad to 
be 1. 
Additional sets were obtained by subtracting 1 from tl1e first 
value to 9btain,,.a new first value, say N - Mo Then, the second 
and third values were set to be M - 1 and 1. These values were , 
varied in the same manner as that used for generation of row totalso 
This process continued until the subtraction of 1 from the first 
• 
value caused -it to be less than--N-/-S-;------·-·-·· ··--- -- -- · -1· -·- --- - · -;- -7-- - - - .~ . 1 •. '> • -- - . -- --- ·-·- ··---· ·----------------·------··-- ,- -- -- ~---·.·-----. -····-
... 
J. 
-12-
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• 
For thia atudy. 170 •eta of colu111 awargtnAl totol1 for aaaplo 
• 
1lzo1 from 6 through 18 vore goner•t~d. Ba1tdc1, 48 1et1 for 11mplo 
li&e 24 and 75 aeta for aa,mple aiu 30 were also fo1mad • 
• 
Formation of Sets of Marginal Totals. After the different 1ets 
of row and column marginal totals for each sample size had been gen-
erated, each set of row marginal totals was combined with every set of 
column marginal totals in order to form different sets of row and 
column marginal totals for each value of N. 
Since this study is concentrated on examining the nature of 
chi-square probability as compared to exact probability when one 
or more of the expected frequencies is less than 1, one limitation 
was imposed in the procedure for combining column and row totals. 
While each set of totals was formed, the expected frequency of each 
cell was calculated by using formula 2 (page 5). Those sets gener-
ating expected cell frequencies larger than 1 in all of their cells 
were deleted from this study immediately. Only those sets of marginal 
totals generating tables with expectations less than 1 in at least one 
of the cells were preserved. 
A total of 936 sets of marginal totals were formed for sample 
4 
sizes from 6 to 18. In addition, 522 sets for sample size 24 and 
673 sets for sample size 30 were also included for larger sample, 
study. 
-13-
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Calculdtlo-n of Ct1i-1quare and £)!act Probabtlttloa 
• 
Aa •act, act of m.1rglnal totals woa for,mad, an ~xlstlng aub-
rout lnc (March, 1970. 1972) ianedtately generated all possible cell 
combtnat ions and tfle corresponding exact and chi-square probabi l !ties 
for every set of marginal total. 
The value of chi-square was obtained by using formula 1. 
(page 4). fllen the computation of the chi-square probability 
corresponding to the value of chi-square at 2 degrees of freedom 
was computed by th is formula: 
1 
-e 2 
1 
- - y 2 
d y • e (4) 
The exact probability was computed by using formula 3 (page 
6) derived by Freemand and Halton. The values of the exact 
probabilities were sorted from minimum to maximum for every set of 
marginal totals. Then the cumulative exact probabilities were 
obtained by addition. 
Comparisons and Summarizations of the Results 
At this stage, the exact cumulative probabilities and the 
corresponding chi-square probabilities were compared. In this 
study, 25,654 probability pairs we~e compared • 
• 
There were three types of comparisons. First, the range 
' -
of the absolu·te errors ·and the mean .;.cibsolute percentage error for 
-14-
• 
·• 
each 1nmple 1tzo wore comput~d by tho following foraJla: 
Error• p JX2) . p ~!) p (E) X 100% 
• 
(6) 
. . 2 Here P (X) is the chi-square probability and P (£) represents the 
corresponding exact cuD1Jlativc probabilities. Second, the number 
of times the chi-square probabilities overestimated or under· 
estimated the exact probabilities were calculated for each value 
of Nin order to examine the accuracy of chi-square approximation. 
Third, a count was made of the number of times that the chi-square 
and exact probabilities would have led to the same or different 
decisions at the .01 and .05 levels of significance respectively. 
The precentages of agreements were also calculated. 
Validity of the Program 
All of the procedures mentioned above were ~xecuted on the 
CDC 6400 digital computer at Lehigh University~ 
() In order to check the validity of the programs, the gener-
ation or row and column marginal totals were verified by hand cal-
culation for some randomly chosen sample sizes. Sets of marginal 
totals were checked randomly to assure that they did not violate 
the restriction that the expectation of at least one cell in the 
contingency table is less than 1. 
. · . 
-15-
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,. 
• 
. ''" 
• 
.. 
blltttea v11 to check the cua,ulativct exact probobllltic• of ob-
taining 1111 posslblt outcoml!I for a given set of marginal total 
ehou ld be l. 0. It was found thil t the computa t 10,, of exact prob• 
abilities were accurate to at least six significant digit numbers. 
R,eferences to the computer programs can be obtained in the 
Library of the Lheigh University Computing Center . 
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CHAPrER 1II 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Introduction 
Although this study excluded all sets of the marginal totals 
that generated 2 x 3 contingency tables with all expected frequencies 
greater than or equal to 1 in all of their cells, there were still 936 
different sets of marginal totals generated for values of N from 6 
through 18. In addition, 522 and 673 sets of marginal totals were 
generated for sample sizes of 24 and 30. Exact and chi-square prob-
abilities were computed for all 2 x 3 contingency tables which were 
generated from those sets of marginal totals. After all the prob-
abilities were calculated, the chi-square probabilities were compared 
with the exact cumulative probabilities. 
Types of Comparisons 
There were three types of comparisons for every sample size. 
First, the range and the mean absolute percentage errors of the chi-
square probabilities were computed so as to examine the accuracy of 
chi-square approxim~tions to exact probabilities. Second, the ratios 
of overestimates and underestimates of· chi-square probabilities were 
also calculated. Third, the extent of agree111e-nt between the chi-
square and exact probabilities with· respect to acceptance or rejection 
.. 
-17-
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• 
• 
- ·- - - ·- ·-· . . . .. ~-----··--- -·- -· ·-··--- ·- . 
- ...... , ..... •· ............. ····-. 
• 
15), the crrot·s of th<~ chi-squ.:arc .appro:.:icn;1tic,ns for 2 x 3 contingenc:)' 
t,1blcs were obt~• incd. Then, the mcnn percentage error for C\'C ry 
sample s i zc was comtlutcd. ,\s shown f n Ti1b le l, the error range 
for each sample size is very large. The smaller the sample is, tl1c 
• 
narrO\"cr the range. The widest range occurs when the sample size is 
30. 
When one or n1ore expected frequencies are less than 1, the range 
of the means of absolute errors is from 38 to 68. 11m,,ever, \.J}1en all 
of the expected frequencies are larger than 1 but their average is 
smaller than 5, the means of absolute percentage errors range from 
34 to 99 (March, 1970). The comparisons of the mean percentc1ge errors 
between the expected frequencies larger than 1 and smaller than 1 are 
illustrated in Table II and Figure 1. 
.. 
.. 
--··--- --··- --- -
.. 
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TABLE 1 
He•n• and range of absolute pcrccntngc errors for tho cl,l-aquare 
approxlllllltions to the exact cumulative probablll.ti@& for 2 ,c J 
contingency tables. 
N N of Cases 
6 41 
7 57 
8 93 
9 146 
10 214 
11 303 
12 397 
13 568 
14 704 
15 883 
16 1134 
17 1427 
18 1395 
24 4380 
30 9532 
.. . __ ...... -·•--··-···--'- --·-----··-- -· . 
______ , ' 
Means of Absolute 
Percentage Errors 
56.61 
49.1 
45.4 
43.8 
40.3 
40.2 
39.5 
38.0 
38.3 
39.6 
38.4 
40.3 
41. 7 
51.6 
68.1 
-19-
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Range of Absolute 
Percentdgc Errors 
-
85.11 
5.7 .. 89.4 
-
1.1 
-
92.7 
1.4 
-
95.0 
.9 
-
96.6 
.7 
-
97.8 
. 1 - 174.6 
.7 
-
178.2 
.o 
-
280.0 
.o 
-
291.8 
.1 
-
429.1 
.1 - 454.4 
.0 
-
639.1 
.o 
-
1999.1 
.o 
-
5973.2 
• 
\ 
------------.~-. --·---·· -··-
- - - --· . . ---
- - .. - -
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TABLE I I 
• 
Compariaona of the menna 0£ absolute percentage orror• b,etveen 111 l 
expectations larger than l but 1ma1ller than 5 and one or more ex-
pectations smaller than 1. 
N Expectations Larger Expectations Sm.11 ler 
than l than 1 
(X) (X) 
8 44.9 45.4 
9 59 .1 43.8 
10 41.0 40.3 
11 35.9 40.2 
12 40.3 39.5 
13 35.5 38.0 
14 34.8 38.3 
15 38.3 39.6 
16 36.5 38.4 
17 40.2 40.3 
18 40.8 41. 7 
24 61.2 51.6 
30 99.8 68.1 
Careful inspection indicates that· the higher mean errors are 
obtained both with small and large samples. The relatively accurate 
· chi-square approximations occur when the average expected frequencies 
are between 2 and 3 in both cases. The accuracy o~ chi-square approx-
--· -- - -
--- -- ·- - - . --· -- ·-- -- . - - ------· _,_ - -·-····-----~·~------~--- ·------ ---- ----•-----· ----·· -------------· ---------- -
imation decreases as the sample size increases in both sit-tiat·ions-.-.. --------·-
----.. --.. --·-·-------··---.. ·--·---··---_..-, .... __ ,_, ____ .. ____________________ , ____________________ ..... ___ .____________ ---·---: --:-
' . 
• 
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Comp1r•tlvoly 1ponktng, tho AccurAcy of chl-1qu•ra Approx!· 
• 
.. tlon• to exact prob4btlitioa ta 1011 accurnto when all the expect~d 
frequencio1 are largar than 1 than when one or more expectation• are 
1aua l le r than 1 • 
• 
Patterns of Underestimates and Overestimates. Each chi-square 
probability was compared with the corresponding exact probability for 
every sample size. The number of times that the chi-square probability 
underesti.mated or overestimated the exact probabilities was recorded 
and the ratios of underestimation to overestimation were computed. 
These are reported in Table III. 
In most of the cases, the chi-square probabilities underestimate 
the exact probabilities. The ratios of underestimates to overestimates 
decrease as the sample size increases. Therefore, the accuracy of 
chi-square approximation increases as the sample becomes larger. 
----- -----,.--·---·--· . -· ---· ··---
. . .. ·~ 
·---- -- --- ···-·-·- ·---------- "·- - ·- . ·- . 
·- ----·--·--·--·-·---· 
•• ·-·- .. ·--------,. •• - ---'-'-·•· C ----···· •• -----···----··-------•--• - •-----····---- ·•'------·•"J·---·-···-----·--------·-- ,--.. -----... -·--,--.. -·,---')",·--·-----
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TAIL! Ill 
Number of times and percentage of overe1tiute1 ind undorestlute1 
for the chi-square approxtm.ntiona to the exact cumulatlv·c, prob-
abilities for 2 x 3 contingency tables. 
• 
N Percentage of Percentage of Ratios of Underestimates to 
Unde rest im.a te s Overestimates Overestimates 
-
{%.) (1) 
6 97.6 2.4 40 ( 40/ 1) 
7 94.7 5.3 18 ( 54/ 3) 
8 94.6 5.4 17.6 ( 88/ 5) 
9 93.8 6.2 15.2 ( 137/ 9) 
10 93.0 7.0 13.3 ( 199/ 15) 
11 89.4 10.6 8.5 ( 271/ 32) 
12 87 .4 12.6 6.9 ( 347/ 50) 
13 86.3 13.7 6.3 ( 490/ 78) 
14 85.9 14.1 6.1 ( 605/ 99) 
15 81.5 18.5 4.4 ( 720/ 163) 
16 79.6 20.4 3.9 ( 903/ 231) 
17 78.2 21.8 3.6 ( 1116/ 311) 
18 72.8 27.2 2.7 ( 1015/ 380) 
24 68.8 31.2 2.2 ( 3008/ 1372) 
30 64.1 35.9 1.8 ( 6113/ 3426) 
• 
Note: 
• 
Number in parenthesis as (underestimates/overestimates) 
- --where overestimates include cases of equ-a-1-ity. · ------·----------·--------------.------
--·-----~----··----------·--·-~- .. --,----·····--- ·····--··--··-·-·-···· .. -·-·· ..... ···-·-·-·- ·········----·--· ·-----·-··-------·-·-·-- .• ---- -- --·-··-· ------ - -•----·--··- ...• .b. -
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• 
n10 must commo,, ta:1n1-:c of tho oxnct test f.1 tl1a dotcrminntl.on nf tl,t 
acccptnncc or rcjccti,,n of a certain null hypotltusis at a spcciCi~d 
• 
level of significance. If the chi-scrunro probability lends to tho 
I 
same decision ns the cxnct prob~hility, the chi-square probability cnn 
be used in tl1is situ .. 1tion regardless of tl1c size of the pe1·ccntagc 
errors. 
TI1is study examined the e>:tcnt of agreement bet,.teen cl1 i-square 
and exact probabilities at both .01 and .05 levels of significance. 
Table IV and V report a very satisfactory extent of agreement at both 
significance levels. 
. 
t,Jhen the sample size is 6 or 7 at the .05 level of sig·nificance, 
tl1e extent of agreement is from 75 to 85 percent. As the sample size 
becomes larger, the extent of agreement enlarges to over 90 percent. 
Furthermore, the trend of increase continues i1ith the increase of 
the sample size. 
The extent of agreen1ent is somei-1hat different at the .01 level. 
When .the sarnp le size is srna 11, 1 il<e 6, 7 or 8, dee is ions based on 
. chi-square probabilities agree ,vith those based on exact cumulative 
probabilities perfectly. However, _the percentage of: agreement at the 
.01 level is over 90 percent in all cases which is still relatively 
. 
' 
• 
... 
-~-
-------· -
_higher ____ thru.1_"the .p_er_c_entage_o.f __ ag-re.ement--at---t-he~-.--05---lev-el--.~---F-i-gu·re---2-··-----------·--- - -----
shows the comparisons of the extent of agreement between the .01 and 
rr·-- -----~-· ---------:-------...-· 
• 
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Tho di11groemont1 bctvoen clli-1qu•rc a,,d ex@ct prob4btlttlo• 
• 
in ao1t of the CAI<! 1 ar~ due to the tt!ndoncy for ct, 1.-aquare prob-
abl lit ie I to undf're•ticutft the t?xoct probabilities. As the sample 
1lze increases, the ratios of undercat trMtion to overestimation 
d~creasea. Consequently, the extent of agreement increases. 
TABLE IV 
Extent of agreement between ct1 i-square and exact probabilities at 
the .05 level of significance. 
N Number of Number of Percentage of Number of 
-
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 . 
· 15 
16 
17 
18 
Cases Agreement Agreement Disagreement 
(1.) 
41 31 75.6 
57 49 86.0 
93 87 93.5 
146 ·136 93.2 
214 199 93.0 
303 280 92.4 
397 360 90.7 
568 524 92.3 
704 643 91.3 
883 814 92.2 
1134 1035 92.9 
1427 1343 94.1 · 
l395 1311 94.0 
10 
8 
6 
10 
15 
23 
37 
44 
61 
69 
81 
84 
84 
• 
. -·-. - - - . -·· - . ---------------- ----------------··--·-· -- ·-----·-·-·-·--·------· .. ·----·---------·--·-·-· -- ~ ---~--------•------"--~-- ~--
24 
30 
4380 4133 94.4 
9532 9049 94.9 
237 
-· ---· ·-·-··----------··. ··--·-- ---~·--·--··-· .. 
483 
Percentage of 
Disagreement 
(1) 
24.4 
14.0 
6.5 
6.8 
7.0 
7.6· 
9.3 
7.7 
8.7 
7.8 
7.1 
5.9 
6.0 
------~·· •-•-·.,.r-·•.,_.,·---r- •-.- --·--·· ···' 
5.6 
5.1 
••-• ,,, .• , •. ,.,.,.,•~·•-••-··-•••• • •, •' •v•·,•-.•···~••-"'""'-•··• ·,........;.,...;:_._..;..._....:I' ___ •• I . 
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T.ABIZ V • 
Extent of agreement be tveen ch I.· aquore ond exact probob f. lit le a ot tho 
.01 level of signlficance. 
N 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
24 
30 
Number of 
Cases 
41 
57 
93 
146 
214 
303 
397 
568 
704 
883 
1134 
1427 
1395 
4380 
9532 
Number of Percentage of Number of Agreement Agreement . " Disagreement ('%.) ~ 
41 100.0 0 
57 100.0 0 
93 100.0 0 
143 97.9 3 
200 93.5 14 
287 94.7 16 
380 95.2 17 
544 95.8 24 
664 94.3 40 
834 94.5 49 
1082 95.4 52 
1354 94.9 73 
1317 94.4 78 
4132 94.3 248 
8992 94.3 540 
,· 
. ..,.~2 7.- . 
Percentage of 
Disagreement 
(1) 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
2.1 
7.5 
5.3 
4.3 
5.2 
5.7 
5.6 I 
4.6 
5.1 
5.6 
5.9 
5.8 
• 
' 
• 
" 
t1blo VI •nd Piguro 3 i l lu1trAto tho coeport1on1 of tJ,o oxtont of 
• 
•aroomont at ttio • 05 law 1 be tvoon tab loa vt, 1ct, heave • 11 of tho tr ex-
pected f roquonc ta, larger ttt1n l ond tob 101 that have at loo at one ex-
pected frequency smal lor than 1. The highest and lowest extent of. 
agreements both occur when dl 1 the expectations are larger th•n 1. 11le 
second column in this table shows an increase of the extent of agreement 
along with the increase of the sample size when all the expectations 
are larger than l. I.n the case where one or more expectations are 
less than 1, the average extent of agreement is higher but the value 
of it increases slowly as the sample size increases. 
TABLE VI 
Comparisons of the extent of agreement at the .05 level between 
tables which have all expectations larger than 1 and tables that 
have one or more expected frequencies smaller than 1. 
N Expectations larger than 1 Expectations smaller than 1 
-
(%) (%) 
89.5 93.5 
72.7 93.3 
86.9 93.0 
87.9 92.4 
87.9 90.7 
91.2 92.3 
92.2 91.3 
-
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 92.1 
- .92. 2 - - - - ,_ - ·····- --- . . - - - - -·-·-- -- .. - .. ·-· .. ·-- --··· ···--·----·· ·-. - - . ··-·-----~--- ·-----·----------------- ---·----------- . ---- -
16 
17 
18 
24 
30 
92.8 
94.8 -
95.1 
96.3 · 
97.3 
92.9 
94.1 
94.0 
94.4 • • 
95.0 
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Fig. 3 Comparisons of the extent of agreement at the .05 level between tables which have all expectations larger than 1 and tables that have one or more expected frequencies smaller than 1. ,. 
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CHA.PI.ER IV 
StntCAJtY AND COOCLUSIONS 
Purpose of Study 
flte purpose of this study was to investigate the accuracy of chi-
square pro,babilities as compared to the exact cumulative probability 
in 2 x J contingency tables with at least one exp,ected cell frequency 
smaller than 1. 
Computational Procedures 
The sample size in this study started at 6, which is the minimum 
meaningful number for 2 x 3 contingency tables, and ended with 18 which 
is an arbitrary number. Moreover, the values of N of 24 and JO were 
also included in order to see the further trend as the sample size 
increased. 
There were three stages involved in the computations which were 
• 
performed on CDC 6400 digital computer at Lehigh University. 
The first stage was the generation of marginal totals so as to form 
• 
appropriate tables. One restriction was imposed here. Those marginal 
.. 
totals which generate·d tables with·-expected· frequencies ·1arger than 1 
in all of their cells were eliminated. Under this restriction, ·936 
different sets of marginal totals were generated for sample sizes from 
6 through 18. Besides, 522 sets for N of 24 and 673 sets for N of 30 
were generated. 
-30-
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T~e 1ocond ltdge of coeputation wa1 tho calcul•tton of tho chi-
aquaro •nd exact cumulativo probabilttte1 for 111 po11lblo 1.1rr1y1 
of obaerv·ed cell fraquencica tl1At were goner1tod froa1 1 glwn 1et of 
aarginal totals. In all 251.654 probability pdira vare obtain~d. 
The last stage was the comparisons of tl1e results. There were 
three kinds .of comparisons between chi-square and exact cumulative 
" 
" probabilities. First, the mean absolute percentage errors of chi-
• 
square probabilities were computed. Second, the number of times that 
t 
chi-square underestimated or overestimated the exact probabilities 
were counted. Third, the extent of agreement between the exact and 
chi-square probabilities wa~ investigated at both .01 and .05 
probability levels. All of these comparisons were made for each 
sample size. 
Conclusion 
Recommendations about the minimum expectations to be used in 
the chi-square test are varied. One widely used rule of thumb 
indicates that the chi-square test can be used only if the cell 
-expectations are more than 5. 
In the study ~f the accuracy of the chi-square approximation 
for 2 x 3 contingency ~ables_ with average e~pec~atj._ons smaJl~r t:_han 
5·but all expectations larger than 1, March found the chi-square test 
' 
can not give accurate approximations to the exact test. However, 
with.respect to accepting.or rejecting a null hypothesis, the 
• 
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• 
cl,!·•qu.1ro probnbilitlo1 load to tho tame doct1ton1 n1 ox•ct prob•· • 
bilttto1 Approxltutaly 90 percont of th@ tima. 
l.n tht• further study of the accuracy of tho cht-aquarc approxi-
• 
a1tion for 2 x J contingency tables witt1 one or more expected fre-
quencies sm.al ler than 1, both the accuracy of chi-square test to exact 
probabilities arc better than when all expectations are larger than 1. 
The range of the absolute percentage errors of the chi-square pro-
" 
babilities is very large. 'nae widest one is from Oto 5,973 when the 
sample size is 30. The smaller the sample is, the narrower the error 
range is. The mean absolute percentage errors, which ranges from 38 
to 68, are somewhat different. The higher means of the absolute per-
centage errors occurred at both small and large sample sizes. The 
relatively accurate chi-square approximations were obtained when the 
average expected frequencies are between 2 and 3. As the sample became 
larger the chi-square test yielded poorer approximations. However, 
if close approximations to the exact probabilities are needed, the chi-
square test is still poor. 
As to the extent of agreement betwen chi-square probabilities and 
--
exact cumulative probabilities, the finding is very satisfactory. If 
we are interested in only accepting or rejecting the null hypothesis at 
the .01 or .05 level of significance, t~e chi-sq~~-r~ probability leads 
I to the same conclusion over 90 percent as often as the exact proba-
bility in both levels-. The disagreement occurs in most cases due to the 
underestimations of chi-sq~are to exact probabili.ties·. The ratios. of 
-32-
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undereattutca to ovoro1ttau1te1 increnaaa •• tho VAluo of N tncroA101 
11 • whole. 
\ 
!be popular rule of thumb ind icntca the chi-square teat can be 
used only when all cell expectations are more than 5. ln addition. 
there is consensus that the chi-square test should not be used if any 
of the expectations are less than 1. According to the findings of this 
• 
study, it is true that the accuracy of chi-square approximation is poor 
if close approximation to the exact test is needed when one or more 
cell expectations are less than 1. This study also showed that the 
accuracy of chi-square approximation improves as the sample size, and 
therefore, the average expectation, increases. On the other hand, the 
empirical results of this study showed over 90 percent agreement 
between the chi-square test and the exact test with respect to testing 
a hypothesis at the .01 or .05 levels. Since these results are similar 
to the findings of March's study (1970) with expected cell frequencies 
larger or equal to 1 but smaller than 5 in average 2 x 3 contingency 
tables, the couunon agreement that the chi-square test should not be 
used if any of cell expectations are smaller xhan 1 is no more 
justified than any other rule of thumb. 
-
However, this study dealt only with 2 x 3 contingency tables having 
one or more expectations less than 1 in the matrix. Further study is 
~ 
suggested on the effect of having one, two, etc. cell expectations less 
than 1 in 2 x 3 contingency tables. Caution must,be taken in applying 
the findings of· this study to cont·ingency tables with different number 
-33-
• 
of row• ,net colu11n1. n.orotoro. furthor 1tudy t1 Al10 •uggo1t.od on tho 
accuracy of the cl, l· 1quAro tolt vi th au 11 ~xpectat ions in d if f aront 
ktnda of cont tn.goncy tnb lei. 
' 
• 
r 
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